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Abstract
We show that bias polarity can greatly accelerate device failure in
GST-based (GeSbTe) PCM devices, and trace this effect to elemental
segregation, initially driven by bias across the melt but then enhanced
during the crystallization process. Implications include device, pulse,
and materials design for high endurance.

Introduction
PCM is a promising next-generation memory candidate because
of its ease of integration, scalability, speed, and endurance. But PCM
devices do inevitably fail, either through void-formation or elemental
segregation[1], driven most rapidly at high bias[2] during the melting[2,3] inherent in the RESET step. In contrast, other patterns of
elemental segregation have been observed in heavily-cycled cells[4],
motivating the use of reverse-polarity pulses as a way to extend device endurance[3,5]. However, we show that reverse-polarity in GST
(GeSbTe) devices can greatly accelerate device failure, by combining
elemental segregation caused by bias during melting together with
crystallization–induced segregation.

produce ultra-high resistance states, recoverable only with high-bias
“good” polarity.

Fig. 1 Schematic cross-section of a PCM pore cell, indicating the directions of
current flow for “good” and “bad” polarity behavior.

Fig. 4 Constant amplitude negative (on BEC) pulses provide a modest window
for SET operation, unless the pulse is so long that crystallization occurs during
the 0.5% rampdown.

Fig. 3 RESET current of PCM pore devices as a function of CD and technology
node, compared to ITRS[6], and the predictions of electrothermal modeling.

Characterization of symmetric PCM bridge cells

Fig. 2 Process flow for PCM pore cells, which range in nominal (actual) critical
dimension (CD) from 10nm (∼19nm) to 80nm (∼87nm).

Characterization of PCM pore cells
Ultra-small doped-GST pore cells (Fig. 1) were fabricated (Fig. 2)
using e-beam lithography. Pulses applied through an integrated polysilicon series resistor (1–3kΩ) show RESET currents (Fig. 3) highly
consistent with the ITRS roadmap [6]. Although a small SET window
is obtained with square-shaped pulses (Fig. 4), a much wider window
is obtained with ramp-down pulses (Fig. 5). In contrast to this “good”
polarity (negative bias on small-area BEC), however, the SET window for “bad” polarity pulses (positive bias on BEC) is quite narrow
(Figs. 6,7). Even brief rampdown pulses (10–50 µsec) consistently
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To assess the role of device asymmetry, undoped-GST bridge cells
(Fig. 8) were fabricated (Fig. 9). Here, as observed by others[7],
alternating polarity is required for the most reliable device operation
of these symmetric devices (Fig. 10). After a RESET operation, a
same-polarity SET pulse leads to a sharp decrease in device current
Idut during the rampdown, resulting in a high but RESET-like final
resistance. In such devices, Te has accumulated at the positive electrode, with Ge and Sb moving to the negative electrode (Fig. 11), as
expected for bias-induced motion across the melt[2]. The electrical
behavior observed in such GST bridges tends to vary strongly with
device size, aspect ratio, pulse amplitude, and even device history. We
attribute this to the reservoir of GST material sitting over each electrode, since segregation effects that push strongly into these regions
do not impede the electrical path from GST into the electrode.

Materials characterization of Te–rich GST
Fig. 11 suggests that the undesirable results from Figs. 6,7 oc-

cur when the GST near the confined BEC becomes Te-rich. Thin
films of uncapped Te-rich GST are markedly different than standard
undoped-GST, crystallizing only for optical pulses more than four orders of magnitude longer (Fig. 12). In fact, the crystallization of
Te-rich GST is only observed together with motion of material. For
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Fig. 9 Process flow for PCM bridge cells. Devices are protected by both
residual e-beam resist and a blanket encapsulation.

Fig. 5 Ramped-down pulses (over final 80%) provide a large, amplitudeinsensitive window for SET operation for negative (on BEC) voltages.

Fig. 10 While application of an alternating-polarity SET pulse immediately
following a RESET pulse produces low resistances, a same-polarity SET pulse
often produces high resistance, and is always associated with a sharp cutoff of
Idut late within the rampdown.

Fig. 6 For positive bias on BEC, constant amplitude pulses show only a narrow
window, and many voltages leading to 10× higher than the initial RESET
resistances, and some to 1000× higher.

Fig. 11 TEM and EELS scan of a bridge device (40nm width, 200nm length)
after a single 5ms, 3.5V constant amplitude pulse was applied, showing significant motion of Ge and Sb to the negative electrode, and Te to the positive
electrode. Thus the “bad” polarity behavior in pores (Figs. 6,7) occurs when
the positive BEC becomes Te-rich.
Fig. 7 For positive bias (on BEC) ramped-down pulses, the SET window is
slightly wider, but excessively high resistances can be obtained for even modest
(10–50µsec) durations.

Fig. 8 (a)Top view SEM (250nm width, 125nm length) and (b) lateral crosssection schematic (along the bridge center) of a phase-change bridge cell.
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Fig. 12 Optical testing shows amorphous-as-deposited films of Te-rich GST
take much longer to crystallize than undoped GST–225. Compositions obtained
with RBS.
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freshly-deposited films, crystallization occurs only at high powers,
where AFM also shows significant topography change (Fig. 13(a)).
For air-exposed films, crystallization and topography change also occur for long low-power pulses (Fig. 13(b)). Auger analysis reveals
significant and continual depletion of Te from, and enhancement and
oxidation of Ge at, the surface of these Te-rich GST films during
optical exposure (Fig. 14). But close inspection shows that Sb is
coalescing within only the spots with significant reflectivity change
(Fig. 15). Modeling predicts this crystallization–induced segregation
occurs at temperatures well below the melting point of GST (Fig. 16).
Fig. 13 Optical testing shows that the delayed crystallization of Te-rich GST,
indicated by significant increases in ∆R/R, can occur at (a) modest powers for
freshly-deposited films and (b) quite low powers for air-exposed films. AFM (insets) shows that this crystallization is always associated with significant topography change (e.g., gross material motion).

Fig. 17 Cross-sectional STEM and EELS analysis of an untested large (80nm
nominal CD) PCM pore device. Although surfaces exposed to air during
processing are slighly oxidized, each element is uniformly distributed in the
as-fabricated device. These larger pore devices needed for TEM show the same
polarity behavior as smaller pores, except that ultra-high resistance states could
only be created with ms-long pulses. Colorbars normalized by 10×10 pixel
regions in the upper corners (outside the pore region).

Fig. 14 Auger analysis shows that the surface of Te-rich GST continually loses
Te during optical pulses, while Ge is pulled to the surface where it can oxidize.

Fig. 15 Higher-resolution Auger analysis shows that Sb is coalescing within
only the optical spots where both topography change (material motion) and
increased reflectivity (crystallization) are found.
Fig. 18 STEM & EELS for a 80nm pore device tested with a single, negativeon-BEC 5ms rampdown pulse. Device resistance is low, Ge has been driven
into the lower corners displacing Sb, but Te is relatively unchanged.

Cross-sectional TEM analysis of PCM pore cells

Fig. 16 Optothermal modeling of a 12mW pulse predicts temperatures suitable
for crystallization, and far below the melting point of undoped-GST (∼640◦ C)
but not far from that of Te-rich GST (∼405◦ C) [B. Legendre et. al. Thermochimica Acta, 78, 141 (1984)].

Cross-sectional TEM analysis and EELS was performed on several
large PCM pore devices, including an as-fabricated cell (Fig. 17).
After a single long “good” polarity pulse (Fig. 18), bias has driven
Ge into the lower corners near the BEC, displacing Sb but leaving
the Te relatively unchanged. During a “bad” polarity pulse (Fig. 19),
Idut decreases abruptly, late within the rampdown where dissipated
power is low, and the final resistance is high. The EELS data show Ge
moving up, leaving Te-rich GST near the BEC, within which Sb has
further locally segregated itself from Te. For a higher amplitude pulse,
a more catastrophic current shutoff is often observed, associated with
a partial void and a complete absence of Ge and Sb from the lower part
of the device (Fig. 20). Despite the resulting ultra-high resistance,
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application of a sufficiently large “good” polarity pulse can return the
device to operation, albeit with a partial void remaining within the
device (Fig. 21).

Fig. 19 STEM & EELS for a 80nm pore device tested with a single, positiveon-BEC 5ms rampdown pulse. Device resistance is high, Ge has been driven
up out of the lower corners, and Sb has coalesced locally away from Te.

Fig. 22 Electrothermal modeling shows that even towards the end of the rampdown, temperatures should be suitable for crystallization where Sb is present
yet melting where Te is enriched.

Fig. 23 We believe that (a) during a good polarity pulse, Ge and Sb are pulled
by bias down through the melt. Sb may aggregate, but all local stoichiometries
support rapid crystallization. Early in a bad polarity rampdown pulse (b),
however, Ge leaves the bottom of the pore, setting up conditions (c) for Sb
to further segregate by crystallization at temperatures where Te-rich material
remains fluid. If the quench of Te-rich material to amorphous (c) focusses
current into a portion of the BEC, a void can be created.

Fig. 20 STEM & EELS for a 80nm pore device after a single, high-amplitude
positive-on-BEC 5ms rampdown pulse. Device resistance went ultra-high before
the end of the rampdown, with Ge and Sb driven up leaving only Te at the bottom.
The void formation was violent enough to leave tungsten at the BEC.

Electrothermal modeling (validated by matching to measured RESET currents (Fig. 3)) predicts that temperatures late in the rampdown
(Fig. 22) are in fact similar to those in our optical experiments, where
crystallization and aggregation of Sb was observed and Te-rich material can still flow. The Idut decrease must then occur when these further
Te-enriched regions near the BEC quench to amorphous(Fig. 23), although since not all current paths to the BEC have been blocked the
final resistance is still reasonable. If this quench cuts off most but
not all of the BEC, the high current density can induce explosive void
formation.

Conclusions
We have shown that bias polarity can greatly accelerate device
failure in GST-based (GeSbTe) PCM devices. Using a combination of
symmetric PCM devices, materials experiments, and cross-sectional
TEM/EELS failure analysis, we have traced this effect to a combination
of elemental segregation driven by bias across the melt followed by
crystallization-induced segregation. These results have implications
for the design of pulses and PCM cells for maximum endurance, the
use of reverse polarity for extending endurance, requirements for unior bipolar[8] access devices, the need for materials science on active
rather than initial stoichiometries[4], and the need to evaluate new
PCM materials under both bias polarities.
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